VIRTUAL OPERATIONS DIRECTOR

Having practiced dentistry for twenty-six years Dr. Matthew Hernandez has developed thirty-five dental
practices, running five on his own. These practices incorporated GP, Perio, Prostho, and Endodontics as well
as a centralized dental laboratory to services those practices in a DMSO (Dental Management Service
Organization) model. Having grown up in a family deeply rooted in dentistry for three generations, Dr.
Hernandez has played every role in a dental practice and laboratory from a simple sterile tech all the way up to
a dental provider in Washington and CEO of my family’s DSO.
Dr. Hernandez has trained hundreds of dental auxiliaries and nearly one hundred doctors from practice
start-ups to clinical excellence and is well versed in all disciplines of dentistry. The team at Seraph Dental
Management thoroughly believes in advanced dental fabrication methods such as CAD/CAM having
purchased the Cerec Primescan when it was first released, MCXL mill, and furnaces for EMAX/Zirconium in
office restorations having made well over a thousand restorations in a single year.
As a clinician in Washington State, Dr. Hernandez has treated well over one hundred thousand patients
ranging from removable restorations, and fixed crowns & bridges to complex full mouth restoration cases that
were handled by multiple specialists such as Periodontists, Prosthodontists, Oral Surgeons, Lab Technicians,
and Denturists. Dr. Hernandez has his own method for practice operations that he has successfully deployed in
General Dental and Specialty Dental Practices across a variety of demographics located throughout the United
States.
Dr. Hernandez is also experienced in mobile dentistry having created a practice comprised of General
Practitioners and Specialists that were responsible for the dental care of six-thousand residents in health and
rehabilitation facilities located throughout the State of Washington. Examples of practices Dr. Hernandez
owned in partnership with other providers for you to see the Seraph Dental style of marketing and leadership
philosophies:
elegantdentistrywa.com

exdental.com

marquisfamilydentistry.com

After COVID put a huge weight on everyone when it began, Dr. Hernandez developed a way to manage
practices remotely with tremendous success via Seraph Dental’s tracking system for daily/monthly/annual
accountability of the team and doctors as well as Seraph Dental’s brand of leadership which empowers the
practices existing team members through our oversight and training. Seraph Dental possesses a vast
knowledge of marketing strategies and has a Chief Technology Officer on staff to help a practice grow, we
develop services such as Website Design, Search Engine Optimization (SEO), and other online presence
management tools. With Seraph Dental’s systems and leadership, we have championed successes in past
practices and DSOs.
Dr. Hernandez sees Seraph Dental as your Virtual Operations Director which will elevate your practice to the
next level that you are striving for. Dentistry is our lifelong passion so if you'd like to talk further about what
Seraph Dental can do to help you achieve a sustainable and profitable practice with financial freedom,
schedule a consultation with us.

Let us help – schedule a consultation @ seraphmillc.com

